The fire itself, the students' tirades, Goebbels's grandiloquence, all of that occurred without an audience. Berliners were not flocking around the Opera. We weren't far from the fire, and we walked away, among the few passers-by. I had heard fairly often, before and after Hitler's coming to power, the cries of a frenzied crowd. This time, the crowd didn't come or hadn't been summoned. Without an audience, the fire made us tremble at its symbolic significance and laugh at its ridiculous mise en scene.3
Aron's self-criticism is selective here: he admits having underestimated anti-Semitism, but not the Nazis' bibliophobia. It is difficult not to imagine, behind Aron's insistence, what I would call "leftist bibliocentrism" and its resistance to the wounded bibliomania that for many intellectuals took the place of a political stance against antifascist militantism. And let's not forget the antibook mood in which Aron himself decided to spend those years on the other side of the Rhine. Once he had received his agregation, the young graduate wanted to get away from books. Of course he didn't burn any, but his state of mind (one that was already being called existentialist) did not predispose him 
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The Death of Paper: A Radio Play to make the autos-da-fe the focal point of his portrait of the new Germany, nor to make the politics of the book the real core of Nazism. Not that he minimized what was profoundly perverse about Hitler's cultural policies, but he believed them to be responsible for much greater misdeeds than the too-photogenic book burnings.
The autos-da-fe were the acts of "ruffians." Yet this was not the first time iconoclasts had burst onto the cultural scene. These book burnings were indeed shameful, threatening, but they remain an empirical threat; they are not a "historical" threat, not the event that signals a change of era, a Biicherdammerung, humanity's entrance into the postbook age, into postliteracy. The idea of a dog does not bark. The idea of the square does not have four sides. In the same way, books may burn, but the idea of the book, that is, the presence in itself [presence a soi] of the idea in the Book, could never fall prey to the flames.
Fifty years later Aron continued to resist the apocalyptic interpretation of these flames as the first chink in the book's armor, or the first crackling sounds of its deconstruction, a wave of panic that would make the reduction to ashes of a finite number of volumes of printed paper into a metaphysical turning point of Wagnerian dimensions. "Perhaps fifty thousand books and manuscripts by forbidden writers were burned, but if the fire destroyed individual copies of these books, it didn't eliminate them from public and private libraries."4 Aron repeats his words from 1933: In the age of the mechanical reproduction of copies, that is, in the Gutenberg Galaxy, book burning is destined to remain a symbolic act.
This relative calm in the face of the fate of graphic signs is not entirely without precedent. It brings to mind, for example, the various themes elaborated at the same time by Husserl in his reflections on what he called the crisis of European humanity, a crisis whose origins could be imputed no less to book burners than to those who-exaggerating the scope of this destruction-demonstrate, in their own way, to what degree the spirit had become hostage to its supports. For Husserl, the fetishism of the book was also one of the signs of the renunciation of spirit, of objectivity's reduction to empiricity that constituted Europe's failure to heed its calling. Derrida writes that, for Husserl, "a burning of the world library" should not affect the ideal objectivities (geometry, the pure idealities in general) that transcendental phenomenology freed from all worldly ties. that is central to Passage de l'ange is absent from Lyotard's exhibit; the optimism of the "immaterials" is ignorant of the antifascist epic and the gloom associated with those dark years. Moreover, in these two works we are dealing with very different crises of the book: Les immateriaux takes us from the problems of a bibliography of rarity to those of a bibliography of abundance, overabundance even. It is just as much a matter of fighting against the destruction of books as against their proliferation. The catalogue of the exhibit consisted of a folder of loose sheets. In the one entitled "Memoires artificielles," Lyotard refers to the "beginnings of a solution to the hellish problem of storage." The fact that the library has attained the "immaterial" stage renders the innovations of the "imaginary museum" entirely obsolete (in fact, Lyotard mentions Malraux's title, "Le musee imaginaire"), since the image no longer even needs to pass through the book.9 The dematerialized letter no longer takes up any room. Books that no longer have any volume are accumulated in this stock of memories without surface. The obstacle of substance has been removed. The barrier to the book has been overcome; the hurdle has been surmounted. Yet, for all that, the specter of the autos-da-fe has not been reawakened. The war is over. Find the Nazi among the wounded books. Barely has the enclosure around the book been climbed than the once-forgotten specter of Nazism comes to meet it.
It is as if the mere idea of extracting memory from the book gave off a sulfurous odor, as if the book (as effective as garlic and the crucifix against vampires) were the last resort against Nazism. And the corollary is that every failure of the book is in turn a symptom of the brown plague. From there, it is only a small step to the 1953 novel Fahrenheit 451, in which Ray Bradbury goes so far as to reduce fascism to a single trait: the destruction of books by fire. And this fire is itself no more than an unambiguous allegory for a mass culture that no longer passes through the printed support.
It is the almost automatic way in which this association is made that interests me here, as if the anguish unleashed by the loss of the object destroyed the ability to distinguish the political (Nazism) from the sociotechnological (the immaterial). The perspective of the enclosure of the book frees a radioactive imaginary that can no longer separate ashes from voices, the destruction of the book by flames from its sublimation on the airwaves. The book is threatened. But is it threatened by Nazism, by the immateriality of the airwaves, or by time? Must one automatically invoke the 1933 autos-da-fe every time the frailty of paper is recalled? It is as if both fascism and radio were symptoms of the same technobiological mutation: the new radioactive man, man exposed to waves. 
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The Death of Paper: A Radio Play wrapping paper-but the authors don't shed a single tear for deceased books. The messages are bound up with their respective media; the meaning of the fable changes from one medium to the other. It is in a book that Duhamel warns against radiophonic bibliolysis, against the vibratory disappearance of paper at the hands of the wireless virus; and it is on the airwaves that the authors of La mort du papier conjure up a world that will have to learn to get by without paper. La mort du papier is not only a radio play, it is also a play about radio. In a book, in fact, its message would be refuted by the material support. To announce the death of paper in a book would be mere fiction, whereas nothing prevents us from imagining listeners who could suspend disbelief long enough to wonder, even for an instant, if they weren't hearing an actual news bulletin. The existence of broadcast news is not affected by the death of paper. If the written press were to disappear, radio would take great pleasure in announcing its demise, and could do so, for example, during a newscast such as the one La mort du papierwas apparently pretending to be.12
Paris, March 31, 1938: La cite des voix
The plays from this heroic era of radio theater are all more or less preoccupied with a kind of self-referential publicity. The medium-as-subject is a hard-and-fast rule of the genre. Radio talks about radio. This is certainly true of Pierre Descaves's La cite des voix, a radio play that was unanimously greeted as the perfect example of the possibilities offered by what was then called radiogeny. The author himself admits to having chosen "a marvelously radiophonic problem: the mysterious problem of the survival of voices."13 La cite des voix opens with a street scene. The "illustrious playwright" JeanPierre Decygne is run over by a bus. In the second act, news of the accident spreads through Paris. In the third act, the victim is on his deathbed. The fourth act gives the play its title: death is a passport to the city of the dead. Freed from the ties of the body, Jean-Pierre Decygne's voice joins the chorus of other posthumous voices. One critic comments: "A magnificent poet has given us this notion
12.
The conflict between the written press and the oral press was going through one of its most violent phases at that time. The title of the news broadcast by Radio-Toulouse was "Le Journal sans papier" [The News(paper) without Paper]. Unlike La mort du papier, La cite des voix found a publisher.16 When I finally decided to read it last year, a surprise was awaiting me at the Bibliotheque Nationale.
